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Montblanc touts adventure with
elaborate video campaign
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Montblanc's  Trailblazers  campaign focuses  on adventure and travel

 
By KAY SORIN

Germany’s Montblanc is showing consumers its multifaceted personality with a series of
portrait videos for the new “Trailblazers” campaign.

Featuring six individuals with diverse careers and multiple videos per person, the
campaign is extensive and will likely appeal to a wide range of consumers. A campaign
with many different elements is able to capture the consumer’s attention for a longer
period of time and draw her into the brand’s world.

"The influencers they have gathered up as their Trailblazers have great organic reach into
the kind of aspirational demographic that Mont Blanc is after," said Tim Dunn, director of
strategy, Isobar US, New York. "For example, Adam Gallagher has 1.3 million followers on
Instagram and 375,000 on Facebook.

"With representatives from the U.S., Europe and China, all the major luxury markets are
covered. And finally, the range of individuals helps cover off various aspects of the brand
narrative: product essentials are covered off by the master craftsman, the brand vision by
Montblanc’s creative director, and lifestyle aspects by bloggers and athletes."
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Mr. Dunn is not affiliated with Montblanc, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Montblanc was unable to respond by press deadline.

Unchartered territoryUnchartered territory

Montblanc selected six individuals to front the Trailblazers campaign: fashion blogger
Adam Gallagher, leather craftsman Giacomo Bartalini, Montblanc’s own creative director
Zaim Kamal, artist Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance, badminton champion Lin Dan and model
David Genat.

Montblanc shared the Trailblazers campaign on its Web site

Selecting such a wide range of professionals with such diverse careers raises the
likelihood that consumers will find one of them relatable or interesting. Furthermore, they
portray a variety of different impressions of the brand.

Montblanc’s Trailblazers campaign emphasizes adventure seeking and exploration, the
discovery of new frontiers. All of the individuals in the campaign have devoted their lives
to this idea in unique ways.

Image from Adam Gallagher's portrait video 

The products that the campaign highlights are travel essentials such as the starwalker
urban speed screenwriter pen, the Montblanc timewalker urban speed date automatic
watch and the Montblanc cruise collection blue rollerball pen. Travel is a key element of
trailblazing and adventure, so this theme made sense for Montblanc’s campaign.

Each of the individuals in the campaign was featured in a personal portrait video in which
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they introduce themselves, describe their career and passions and discuss how adventure
plays a role in their life. For example, Mr. Genat explains he began modeling at a young
age and has dedicated his life to photographer and capturing images of people around the
world.

Product page associated with Trailblazers campaign

Montblanc shared the campaign on Facebook and its Web site, where viewers can
explore each of the individual’s further and see additional videos.

T ravel partnersT ravel partners

The Trailblazers campaign is a departure from Montblanc’s usual style, as the brand has
previously focused its attention on more well known individuals. For example, Montblanc
recently furthered its connection to notable figures with the introduction of President John
F. Kennedy writing instruments and a microsite.

Montblanc honors patrons of the arts and well-known celebrities often by creating limited-
edition writing instruments that pay tribute to that person’s accomplishments. Consumers
often gift Montblanc pens for special occasions, such as promotions and graduations, so
by selecting a writing instrument based on the virtues of an established individual, the
purchase is seen as more meaningful (see story).

Other luxury brands, however, have taken a similar approach to the Trailblazer’s
campaign and used regular individuals to connect more personally with consumers. For
example, Swiss watchmaker Jaeger-LeCoultre used a realistic approach in its new
advertising campaign to connect with consumers on a more intimate level.

The “Open a Whole New World” campaign featured a number of real-world individuals
with careers in a wide variety of industries. By sharing these personal stories, Jaeger-
LeCoultre showed that its products are attainable and compatible with a many different
lifestyles (see story).

Highlighting a variety of different lifestyles gives Montblanc the opportunity to appeal to
consumers.

"The blend of individuals selected as Trailblazers is, like the products, clearly intended to
appeal to upmarket aspirational millennials," Mr. Dunn said. "The careful blend of
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lifestyle components, sports heroes and craftsmen combine to be inclusive of many
different tastes within this broad demographic, and the strong social component is clearly
aimed at benefiting from those with strong peer influence."

Final Take
Kay Sorin, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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